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ABO U T
Translator Expert is a tool that translates your input into the
desired language, and also gives the seamless experience to
communicate without knowing the language.

SE CT O R

TIMELIN E

TOO LS

Lifestyle

3 weeks

Adobe XD, Sketchize papers

CH ALLE NGES
After analysis, we get to know the pain points of the users that allow us to give
our best try to develop the translation app.

Separate apps are made for each translationrelated feature that occupies more space in
memory.

Solution:
We gather the most-wanted translation features in a
single place.

People are frustrated with the ad experience and
compelling about the "loads of ads "a lot.

Solution:
We integrate minimal ads that don't affect the user
experience.

While in messaging, people back and forth in the
translation app translate these queries, which took a
lot of time plus holding the cursor again and again
for copy-paste making such a mess for the users.

Solution:
We have integrated the Keyboard option that
translates language on runtime without switching
the apps.

The Process

My process might be different in different projects and will be determined by
many factors such as the project goals, business needs, complexity of the
problem, time and etc.

Research

Discover

Ideation

Design

Research, Analyze and
validation

Generate and gather
awesome ideas

Create several sketches and
arrange the main elements

Finalize hi-fi mockups from
the ideation

I used Design Process in the development of "Translation Expert" to focus on
users and their needs at each phase of the design process:

Conduct different researches with rough sketches to unveil unexpected pain points.
Define MVP.
Formulate and validate the hypothesis, know the technical limitation to drive the plan.
Focus on marketing analysis results to create features that users really need.
Develop a custom toolkit that includes wireframes sketching papers, brainstorming sessions
on Miro, Google survey forms, XD Prototyping.

HYPO THESI S
People want to learn and speak different languages along with their native
language too. Sometimes we need to communicate with another person in a
different language which we do not know. People are also facing accessibility
issues that are another hurdle in communication.

I believe that developing an app that provides the seamless experience of
communication in two different languages in messaging or in a face-to-face
session will build trust and save time.

RE SE ARCH
90% of population want to learn/speak other
language rather than the native language.
This show the importance of the usage
of translator app.

This show the importance of the usage of
translator app.
90% of the above mentioned
population want to learn/speak
another language.

80% of the population is already tried any
translation app.
It shows us that people already have
an experience that how translation
app works.

COMPETI TO R ANALY S I S
Based on research, we filter the apps which are already available in the market
that solve the problems from some instances.
As there is always room for improvement, we have points that lead us to give
our best on this app.

PERSO NAS AND US E R F LOW
Based on the user research and the marketing analysis, I stack up the features
with my team, and drive the user journey with the flow and try to rank the option
that we are going to put in our early version.

Design Exploration

WIRE F RAMES AND
MID- FI DESI GN
After having a clear idea, we start sketching the
main components and place the option on the
screen, and try to figure out how we can improve the
user experience.
I also write down the technical limitations, which I
received from the developers.

HI- FI DE SI NG
With a clear idea of our features, a defined plan with the team, and after
understanding the main layout from low to mid-fidelity design, I prefer to make
the high-fidelity design so that we can experience the app that we are going to
achieve.
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Can you help me to find nearby
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CONV E RSATI O N

Können Sie mir helfen, Restaurants in
der Nähe zu ﬁnden?

Ja! Ich kann Ihnen dabei helfen.
Welche Art von Restaurant suchen
Sie?

Conversation options will be available in our app to
talk in any language. Just select the destination
language and talk into your language. App
automatically translates into another language and
give you a seamless experience.

Yes! I can help you regarding this.
What type of restaurent you are
looking for?

Let's record your message
to communicate
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Can you guide me about the nearby
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Können Sie mich über die nahe
gelegenen Restaurants führen?

Either you write a single line or a lengthy paragraph,
the app will surely respond to you in time with
upfront editing options.
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CONTRAST RAT I O
Assessability is also a very primary concern to deal
with. As we are already planned to make a dark
theme for our app, we already work on its theming.

ON B O ARDI NG
With some free graphic library, I created an initial
level on-boarding, to welcome my new user.
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Wrapping Up

What I have learned from this project?

Research is a must.
Personas are powerful.
The user is always right.
Simplicity is the strength.

Thank you!
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